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6. Impasse and Dark Night 

CONSTANCE FITZGERALD, O.C.D. 

A number of issues in contemporary Christian spirituality under
pin and influence the theological interpretation developed in 
this chapter. Today our spirituality is rooted in experience and 
in story: the experience and story of women (poor women, black 
women, white women, exploited women, Asian women, Native 
American women, etc.); the experience of the poor and op
pressed of the world; the experience of the aging; the experi
ence of the fear of nuclear holocaust and the far-reaching evils 
of nuclear buildup for the sake of national security, power, and 
domination; the experience of the woundedness of the earth and 
the environment. . 

This experience is nourished with meaning by",hi~tory. It val
ues, therefore, the interpretation of and dialogue with classical 
sources, with the story of the tradition. Within this framework, 
Christian spirituality remains attentive to the centrality of the 
self-to stages of faith development, to passages, to crises of 
growth-in one's search for God and human wholeness. It 
reaches, moreover, with particular urgency in our own time for 
the integration of contemplation and social commitment. 

Against this background, I hope to interpret John of the 
Cross' concept and symbolism of "dark night" (including his 
classical signs concerning the passage from meditation to con
templati~n) to show what new understanding it brings to the 
contemporary experience of what I would call impasse, which 
insinuates itself inescapably and uninvited into one's inner life 
and growth and into one's relationships.' What is even more 
significant today is that many of our societal experiences open 
into profound impasse, for which we are not educated, particu
larly as Americans. 

This brings me to two assumptions. First, our experience of 
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God and our spirituality must emerge fro~ o~r concrete, h.istori
cal situation and must return to that sItuatIon to feed It and 
enliven it. Second, I find a great number of dark night or impasse 
experiences, personal and societal, th~t cry out for meaning. 
There is not only the so-called dark mght of the soul but the 
dark night of the world. What .if, by cha.n~e, our time. i.n evolu
tion is a dark-night time-a tIme of cnsls and transItIOn that 
must be understood if it is to be part of learning a new vision and 
harmony for the human species and the planet? 

To discover meaning, there is value in bringing contemporary 
impasse into dialogue with the classical text.of J~hn.2 In u,ufol?
ing the mystery of dark night and unpackllW Its symbolIsm m 
response to the experience of impasse, I would hope to help 
others understand, name, and claim this experience of God and 
thereby direct their own creative and affective energy: 

IMPASSE 

By impasse, I mean that there is no way out of, no w~y ~~~un?, 
no rational escape from, what imprisons one, no possIbIlItIes. m 
the situation. In a true impasse, every normal manner of actmg . 
is brought to a standstill, and ironicall~, impasse i~ exper~enced 
not only in the problem itself ~ut also I~ any solu.tlO~ rationally 
attempted. Every logical solutIon remams unsatlsfrmg, at the 
very least. The whole life situation suffers a depletion, has the 
word limits written upon it. Dorothee Soelle describes it as "un
avoidable suffering," an apt symbol of which is physical impris
onment, with its experience of being squeezed into it confined 
space. Any movement out, any next step, is canceled, and the 
most dangerous temptation is to give up, to. quit, ~o surrend~r to 
cynicism and despair, in the face of the dls~ppomtment, dlsen- ... 
chantment, hopelessness, and loss of meanmg that encompass· 

one. 
It is not difficult to imagine how such attitudes 

image and sense of worth and turn ba~k on the per~on ~r group 
to engender a sense of failure, ~o remforce a rea!lzatlOn-not 
always exact-that their own mIstakes have contnbuted to the 

ambiguity. . . ' . 
Moreover, intrinsic to the experience of Impasse IS the Impres-

._--"._---_. 
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sion and feeling of rejection and lack of assurance from those on 
whom one counts. At the deepest levels of impasse, one sees the 
support systems on which one has depended pulled out from 
under one and asks if anything, if anyone, is trustworthy. Power
lessnes.s overtakes the person or group caught in impasse· and 
~pens mt? t?e awa~eness that no understandable defense is pos
sl?le: ~hls I.S how Impasse looks to those who are imprisoned 
wlthm It. It .IS the experience of disintegration, of deprivation of 
worth, and It has many faces, personal and societal. 

There is, however,. anothe: di~ension of impasse that philoso
pher~ and psychologIsts, socIOlogIsts and theologians, poets and 
mystIcs, have reflected upon from their particular perspectives. 
Belden Lane, director of historical theology at Saint Louis Uni
versity, indicates it in his article, Spirituality and Political Commit
ment: 

... in a genuine imrasse one's a:customed way of acting and living is 
~rought. to a standst~ll. The left Side of the brain, with its usual applica
~Ion of linear, analytical, conventional thinking is ground to a halt. The 
Impasse forces us to start all over again, driving us to contemplation. On 
the other hand: the impasse provides a challenge and a concrete focus 
for ~ont~mp.l~tlon .... It forces the right side of the brain into gear, 
seekmg mtUltlve, symbolic, unconventional answers, so that action can 
be renewed eventually with greater purpose. 3 . . 

~he negative situation constitutes a reverse pressure on imagina
~lOn so that i~agination is the only way to move more deeply 
mto the expenence; It is t~is "imaginative shock," or striking 
awareness t.hat .~ur categones do not fit our experience, that 
throws the mtmtlVe, unconscious self into gear in quest of what 
the possibilities really are. 
. Parad~xically, a situation of no potential is loaded with poten

tIal, and Impasse becomes the place for the reconstitution of the 
intuiti~e self. This means the situation of being helpless can be 
effi~aclOus, .not merely self-denying and demanding of passivity. 
While nothmg seems to be moving forward, one is, in fact, on a 
h?meward ex~le-if one can yield in the right way, responding 
wlth(ull conscwusness of.o?~'.s suffering i.n the impasse yet daring 
t~ belIeve that new posslblhtles, beyond Immediate vision, can be 
gIven. 
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It must be stressed, writes Dorothee Soelle, that insofar as the 
experience of impasse, or sufferin.g, is rep:essed, "there is a cor
responding disappearance of passIOn for hfe and of the streng~h 
and intensity of its joys" and insights. 4 The person caught m 
impasse must find a way to identify, face, live ,with, .a~d e~press 
this suffering. If one cannot speak about one s ~ffi~ction m a?
guish, anger, pain, lament-at least to the God wlthm-one will 
be destroyed by it or swallowed up by apathy. Every attempt t? 
humanize impasse must begin with this phenomenon of experi
enced, acknowledged powerlessness, which can th~n activate cr~
ative forces that enable one to overcome the feelmg that one IS 
without power. 5 " • 

A genuine impasse situation i~ such that the ~o:e actIO~, one 
applies to escape it, the worse It gets. The principles of first 
order change" -reason, logic, analysis, planning-do not work, 
as studies by three Stanford psychiatrists try to show. Thorough
going impasse forces one, therefore, to end one's habitual meth
ods of acting by a radical breaking out of the conceptual blocks 
that normally limit one's thinking. 

Genuine change occurs through a "second order" response, 
"one which rethinks the solution previously tried and suggests 
something altogether unexpected. The quality of paradox is' at 
the heart of 'second order change.' "6 It implies that the unex
pected, the alternative, the new vision, is not given on demand 
but is beyond conscious, ration~l CO?trol. I.t is the ~ruit of uncon
scious processes in which the situatIOn of Impasse Itself becomes 
the focus of contemplative reflection. 7 

The psychologists and the theologians, the p.o~ts and the mys
tics, assure us that impasse can be the condition for creative 
growth and transformation if the experien~e of im~asse is fully . 
appropriated within one's heart and flesh ~Ith conSCIOusness an? 
consent; if the limitations of one's humamty and human condi
tion are squarely faced and the sorrow of finitude allowed t? 
invade the human spirit with real, existential powerlessness; if 
the ego does not demand understanding in the name of control 
and predictability but is willing to admit the mystery of its own " 
being and surrender itself to this mystery; if. the path in~o the " 
unknown, into the uncontrolled and unpredictable margms of 
life, is freely taken when the path of deadly clarity fades. 
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DARK NIGHT IN JOHN OF THE CROSS 

When I am able to situate a person's experience of impasse 
within the interpretive framework of dark night, that person is 
reassured and energized to live, even though she feels she is 
dying. The impasse is opened to meaning precisely because it 
can be redescribed. 

In order to understand dark night, it is important to realize 
that John of the Cross begins and ends with love and desire in his 
poems and prose writings. s He is intent on showing what kind of 
affective education is carried on by the Holy Spirit over a life
time. He delineates, therefore, the movement from a desire, or 
love, that is possessive, entangled, complex, selfish, and unfree 
to a desire that is fulfilled with union with Jesus Christ and oth
ers. In the process of affective redemption, desire is not sup
pressed or destroyed but gradually transferred, purified, trans
formed, set on fire. We go through the struggles and ambiguities 
of human desire to integration and personal wholeness. 

This means there is a dark side to human desire, and the expe
rience of dark night is the way that desire is purified and freed.9 
What is important to realize is that it is in the very experience of 
darkness and joylessness, in the suffering and withdrawal of ac
customed pleasure, that this transformation is taking place. 
Transfiguration does not happen at the end of the road; it is in 
the making now. If we could see the underside of this death, we 
would realize it is already resurrection. Since we are not edu
cated for darkness, however, we see this experience, because of 
the shape it takes, as a sign of death. Dark night is instead a sign 
of life, of growth, of development in our relationship with God, 
in our best. human relationships, and in our societal life. It is a 
sign to move on in hope to a new vision, a new experience. 

Night in John of the Cross, which symbolically moves from 
twilight to midnight to dawn, is the progressive purification and 
transformation of the human person through what we cherish or 
desire and through what give us security and support. lO We are 
affected by darkness, therefore, where we are mostly deeply in
volved and committed, and in what we love and care for most. 
Love makes us vulnerable, and it is love itself and its develop
ment that precipitate darkness in oneself and in the "other." 
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Only when love has grown to a certa~n point of depth and 
commitment can its limitations be expenenced. Our senses are 
carried to deeper perception, as it were, by exhaustio~. ~ f~ll
ness in one way of being and relating makes one touch Its hmits. 
This is not a question of disgust, as it often appears an~ feels 
like but of a movement through sensual pleasure and JOY to 
dee~er, stronger faithfulness a.n? to th~ exp:rience of a love and 
a commitment, a hope and a VISIOn, ummagmed and unexpected 
on this side of darkness. . 

We all need some satisfaction of our desire in order to begm 
and go on in prayer, relationship, or ministry~ but. it .is t.he with
drawal of pleasure and the confrontat~~n WIth hmitatIo~ .(our 
own and others') that signals the transItIon ?r growth cnSIS ?f 
the dark night. The test is whether we can, I~ the .last ana~ysIs, 
maintain the direction or momentum of our hfe WIthout eIther 
glancing off permanently into another d~re~ltion to escape, or 
succumbing to the darkness of total despaIr. . . 

Love (romance!) makes us hunger for the unambivalent SItua
tion. Yet it is in the very light of lo,ve that we encounter the 
opaqueness ~f our own humannes,~ and e,~perie~ce. the ~estruc
tiveness withm ourselves and the other. AmbIgUIty anses, on 
the one hand, from human inadequacy; it arises, on the other 
hand, from the Spirit of God calling us beyond ours~lves, be
yond where we are, into transcendence. W~ ar~, b~mg ~hal,~ 
lenged to make the passage from loving, servm~, bemg WIt~, 
because of the pleasure and joy it gives us, to lovmg and servmg 
regardless of the cost. We are being challenged to a reaccep
tance of the "other." 12 

Every God relationship, every sign.ifican.t human love, every 
marriage, every ministry, every relatIOnshIp between a person 
and a community, and perhaps every huma~ g~ouP a~d .every 
nation will come to this point of impasse, WIth ItS mtr~nsic de
mands for and promise of a new vision, a new expene~ce ?f 
God, a quieter, deeper, freer, more committed love. And It .WI~1 
come precisely when imagination seems paralyzed, when mtI- . 
macy seems eroded, and when desire f~e~s dead.. .. ... 

This brings us to John of the Cross ~Igns for ~I~cernmg the.· 
genuineness of the dark night puri~catIOn. TraditIOn~lly, they .... 
have been recognized as theologIcal SIgns of the passage m praye~ . 
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from discursive meditation to contemplation and are, therefore, 
descriptive of one's spiritual development, one's intrapersonal 
life. A careful reading of John of the Cross, integrated with con
crete human experience, would seem to indicate, however, that 
the interpretation of these signs must be extended to one's inter
personal life as well, and perhaps even to one's societal life. I 
submit that a societal interpretation of these signs, and dark 
night in general, throws considerable light on the contemporary 
experience of societal impasse. 

Although John seems to delineate a smooth transition, his 
developmental model includes breakdown and failure. This is 
why the signs speak to us of death, even though they are in 
reality signs of development and growth. There are two sets of 
signs, one in the second book of the Ascent of Mount Carmel 
(chap. 13, nos. 2-4); the other in the first book of the Dark 
Night (chap. 9, nos. 2-8). Although the perspective is different in 
each (the Ascent signs are given from the side of the person's 
faith response, the Dark Night signs from God's side), the signs 
are the same and can be correlated. 

The first set of signs underlines one's powerlessness to pray 
with one's reason or rational mind "since God does not commu
nicate himself through the senses as he did before, by means of 
the discursive analysis and synthesis of ideas, but begins to com
municate himself through pure spirit by an act of simple contem
plation in which there is no discursive succession of thought." 
The senses cannot attain to this contemplation, and dryness re
sults. IS 

Basic to the experience of disintegration or dark night is an 
apparent breakdown of communication and a powerlessness to 
do anything about it. One's usual way of functioning, or relating, 
provides no satisfaction and does not work. What formerly was 
essential for growth and fidelity (e.g., an active choice and deci
sion for Christ in reasoned meditation) now hinders growth. 14 

Nothing happens in meditation. One cannot relate to the loved 
one as before. The system on which one depends breaks down. 
Certainty and pleasure give way to ambiguity, misunderstanding, 
and dryness or boredom. 

It is difficult to realize, except by hindsight, that a new kind of 
love and deeper level of communication, transcending the for-
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mer love, is developing and is already operative (contemplation); 
Accustomed to receiving love and insight in one way, one .pe.r
ceives this communication and situation as darkness. What IS, m 
fact a call to a new vision and to deeper, more genuine intimacy 
witl~ God, with the "other," and with the world, is experienced 
as less commitment and less love, precisely because the call 
comes when intimacy seems to be falling apart and limitation 
looms large. There seems no possibility of ~~vement ba~kward 
or forward but only imprisonment, lack of VISIOn, and failure of 
imagination. "Everything seems to be func.tioning in r~vers~," 
writes John, in this forced passage from ratIOnal, ana~ytlcal, Im
ear thinking to intuitive, metaphorical, symbolic consClousness. 15 

In his probing article "Atheism and Contemplation," Michael 
J. Buckley shows that John of the Cross, like Feuerbac~, is verr, 
"sensitive to the humanization consciousness works on ItS God. 
John is acutely aware, with Freud, that the. religious. mov~me~t 
toward God can emerge either from the desire for satlSfaC~IOn or 
from the drive for reassurance. 16 In other words, John IS con
scious of the tendency of religion to become projection and is 
always subtly asking the question W~at is the .focus 0:, your de
sire, of your religious awareness a~d ItS c?m~ltmen~? He takes 
the theological dictum, 'Whatever IS received IS recelve.d a~cord
ing to the mode of the one receiving it,' and he applIes It to a 

. d' fG d"17 person's conceptIOns an Images 0 o. 

Because in the initial stages of the spiritual life, and even in the more 
advanced ones, the sensory part of the soul is imperfect, it frequently 
receives God's spirit with this very imperfection. 18 

We make our God, or gods, in our own image. "Our under
standing and our loves are limited by what we are. Wha~ we 
grasp and what we long for is very much shaped and determl?e? 
by our own nature and personality-set," writes Buckl~y. I.f t~l~ IS 
not changed by the Spirit of Jesus gradually permeatmg mdlVld
ual experiences and influencing patterns of development and 
growth, "there is no possibility of [the] contempla~IOn o~ any
thing but our own projections." 19 John of t?e Cross IS at pams .to 
show how our images of God are progressively and of nec~sslty 
changed and shattered by life experience. The very expenence 

----------- -. __ ._--. __ ..... _\.----.--
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of dark night does, in fact, critique our present images of God. 
As Buckley says, 

The continual contemplative purification of the human person is a pro
gressive hermeneutic of the nature of God. The self-disclosure of God ... 
is finally only possible within the experience of the contradiction of 
finite concepts and human expectations. The darkness and its pain are 
here, but they are finely dialectical movements in which the human is 
purified from projection by a "no" which is most radically a "yes." The 
disclosures of God contradict the programs and expectations of human 
beings in order to fulfill human desire and human freedom at a much 
deeper level than subjectivity would have measured out its projec
tions.20 

When, in the first sign, we reflect on the breakdown of com
munication and relationship, therefore, we are assuming also a 
change and a shattering of one's images. This causes confusion 
and a sense of loss and meaninglessness. 

This is not a defense of Christian masochism, 'as Dorothee 
Soelle calls it, nor a sadistic understanding of God, but rather a 
recognition of the ongoing process of self-acceptance and reac
ceptance of the "other" that is necessary for real, enduring love 
and progressive, mutual insight and creativity. This p~ocess pre
supposes that, in every significant relationship, we come to the 
experience of limitation, our own and others'. We come to the 
point where we must withdraw and reclaim our projections of 
God, of friend, of ministry, of community, and let the "others" 
be who and what they are: mystery. 

The emphasis in the second set of signs is on emptiness in life 
experience and deadness of desire. Not only is prayer dry, but 
life is dry, relationship is dry, ministry is dry. 

Souls do not get satisfaction or consolation from the things of God [and] 
they do not get any out of creatures either. Since God puts a soul in this 
dark night in order to dry up and purge its sensory appetite, he does not 
allow it to find sweetness.or delight in anything. 21 

John assures us the time must come in our development when 
neither God, nor the "other," nor one's life project satisfy, but 
only disappoint, disillusion, and shatter one's naive hope. 

Because desire seems dead, because there is no inclination to 
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do anything about the situation, because one really ceases to 
care, the temptation to quit, to walk away, becomes overpower
ing. Hopelessness and worthlessness invade one's perception and 
one's psyche. It is in the throes of this crisis that people abandon 
God and prayer, a marriage, a friend, a ministry, a community, a 
church, and forfeit forever the new vision, the genuine hope, the 
maturity oflove and loyalty, dedication and mutuality, tha~ is on 
the other side of darkness and hopelessness. Darkness IS the 
place where egoism dies and true unselfish love for the "other" 
is set free. Moreover, it is the birthplace of a vision and a hope 
that cannot be imagined this side of darkness. . 

John can write about self-knowledge as a primary effect of the 
dark night for two reasons. First, the light and development of 
contemplative love show up one's limitations. Second, the with
drawal of accustomed pleasure in life, and the consequent frus
tration of desire, trigger one's seemingly destructive tendencies 
and move them into action on a level that is beyond conscious 
contro1. 22 

What must be remembered at all costs is that desire is not 
destroyed. Rather, right in this situation of unassuaged empti
ness and apparent deadness of desire, in the very area of life in 
which one is most involved and therefore most vulnerable, de
sire is being purified, transformed, and carried into deeper, 
more integrated passion. Dark night mediates the transfigura
tion of affectivity, and obstacles conceal within themselves un~ 
told, hidden energy. 

Here we sense what powerful symbolism dark night is. It is an 
image of productivity and speaks of life buried in its opposite: 
life concealed, life invisible, life unseen in death. • 

Thus the third set of signs has two different moments, 
from painful anxiety about culpability to a new and deeper 
of appreciation of God and/or the "other" in a quiet, 
attentiveness. John describes the suffering side of this Avn .. r.': 

ence when he writes, • 

The memory ordinarily turns to God solicitously and with painful 
and the soul thinks it is not serving God but turning back, because it 
aware of this distaste for the things of God. 23 
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Here it is a question of being obsessed with the problem. How 
much easier it would be to. bear the darkness were one not con
scious of one's failures and mistakes. The most confusing and 
damnable part of the dark night is the suspicion and fear that 
m~c~ of the ?arkness is of one's own making. Since dark night is 
a hmlt expenen~e, and since it does expose human fragility, bro
kenness, neurotic dependence, and lack of integration, it is un
derstandable that it undermines a person's self-esteem and acti
vates anxious self-analysis. 

The only way to break out of this desperate circle of insoluble 
self-questioning is to surrender in faith and trust to the unfath
o~able Mystery t~at ~eck~ns onward and inward bey~>nd calcu
latIOn, order, self-JustificatIOn, and fear. John continues, there
fore: 

The third and surest ~ign is that ,a person likes to remain alone in loving 
awareness of God, wIthout particular considerations in interior peace 
and quiet and repose .. , , ' 

If th~s,e in whom this occurs know how to remain quiet, without care 
and sohcltude about any interior or exterior work, they will soon in that 
unconcern and idleness delicately experience the \pterior nourish
ment. 24 

It is precisely as broken, poor, and powerless that one opens 
oneself to the, dark mystery of .God in loving, peaceful waiting. 
~hen the pam of human fimtude is appropriated with con
sCIO~sness and consent and handed over in one's own person to 
the mfluence of Jesus' spirit in the contemplative process, the 
new and deeper experience gradually takes over, the new vision 
slowly breaks through, and the new understanding and mutuality 
are progressively experienced. 
. At, the ?eepest levels of night, in a way one could not have 
Imagmed It could happen, one sees the withdrawal of all one has 
been certain of and depended upon for reassurance and affirma
tion. Now it i~ a question, ,not of satisfaction, but of support 
system~ that gIVe hfe meamng: concepts, systems of meaning, 
symb?hc structures, relationships, institutions. All supports seem 
~o fa~l one, and only the experience of emptiness, confusion, 
IsolatIOn, weakness, loneliness, and abandonment remains. In 
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the frantic search for reassurance, one wonders if anyone
friend or spouse or God-is really "for me," is trustworthy. But 

.. h t'on 25 no answer IS gIVen to t e ques 1 . ., 

The realization that there is no option but faIth tnggers a 
deep, silent, overpowering panic that, like ~ ~ighty under
ground river, threatens chaos and collapse. ThIS . scream of suf
fering contains all the despair of which a person IS capable, and 

. G d" . S 11 26 in this sense every scream is a scream for 0, wntes oe e. 
In this experience of the cross of Jesus,. what ~he "so~l feels 
most," John explains, "is that God has rejected It. and with ab
horrence cast it~ into darkness." 27 And Soelle contillues: 

All extreme suffering evokes the experience of being forsaken by God. 
In the depth of suffering people see ~he~selves ~s abandoned and for
saken by everyone. That which gave hfe Its meamng has become empty 
and void: it turned out to be an error, an illusion that is sh~ttered, ~ 
guilt that cannot be rectified, a void. The path,s that lead t~ ~hlS, expen
ence of nothingness are diverse, but the expenence of anmhllatlon that 
occurs is the same. 28 

Yet it is the experience of this abandonment ~n~ reje~tion ~hat is 
transforming the human person in lov~. ThIS IS a possessIOn, .a 
redemption, an actualizing and affirmatIOn of th~ p~rso~ that IS 
not understood at the time. Its symbolic expressIOn IS disposses
sion and death. 29 

John seems to say that one leaves the world of rejection and 
worthlessness by giving away one's powerles~ness and poverty to 
the inspiration of the Spirit ~nd one mo~es ~nto a world of sel~
esteem, affirmation, compassIOn, and solIdanty. Only an expen
ence like this coming out of the soul's night, brings about the 
kind of solid~rity and compassion that changes the "I" into a 
"we," enabling one to say, "we poor," "we oppressed," ":-,e ~x
ploited." The poo: are objects until w,e are p,~or, to~ .. ThiS kill? 
of identification wIth God's people, with the other, IS the frUit 
of dark night. so " 

Some years ago it became evident to me that ~n our mo~t SIg
nificant human relationships we go through precisely the killd of 
suffering John describes concerning the soul's journey to G?d. 
In our ministries, moreover, we inevitably come to personal Im
passe. John's signs of passage and development, refashioned 
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the present time, should be a valuable tool for discernment. 
They relate to the breakdown of marriages, to departures from 
priesthood and religious life, and to the contemporary phenom
enon of burnout, among other things. 

SOCIETAL IMPASSE 

I want to bring together dark night and societal impasse be
cause, as I said, our experience of God and our spirituality must 
emerge from our concrete historical situation and because our 
time and place in history bring us face to face with profound 
societal impasse. Here God makes demands for conversion, heal
ing, justice, love, compassion, solidarity, and communion. Here 
the face of God appears, a God who dies in hu~man beings and 
rises in human freedom and dignity. 

We close off the breaking in of God into our lives if we cannot 
admit into consciousness the situations of profound impasse we 
face personally and societally. If we deal with personal impasse 
only in the way our society teaches us-by· illusion, minimiza
tion, repression, denial, apathy-we will deal wJth. societal im
passe in the same way. The "no way out" trials of our personal 
lives are but a part of the far more frightening situations of 
national and international impasse that have been formed by the 
social, economic, and political forces in our time. 

We are citizens of a dominant nation, and I think that as a 
nation we have come to an experience of deep impasse and pro
found limitation. On the other side of all our technology, we 
have come to poverty and to dark night. We can find no escape 
from the world we have built, where the poor and oppressed cry 
out, where the earth and the environment cry out, and where 
the specter of nuclear waste already haunts future generations. 
We can find no way out of the horror of nuclear stockpiles but 
more sophisticated and deadly weapons systems. 

As Americans we are not educated for impasse, for the experi
ence of human limitation and darkness that will not yield to hard 
work, studies, statistics, rational analysis, and well-planned pro
grams. We stand helpless, confused, and guilty before the insur
mountable problems of our world. We dare not let the full im
port of the impasse even come to complete consciousness. It is 
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just too painful and too destructive of national self-esteem. We 
cannot bear to let ourselves be totally challenged by the poor, the 
elderly, the unemployed, refugees, the oppressed; by the un
just, unequal situation of women in a patriarchal, sexist culture; 
by those tortured and imprisoned and murdered in the name of 
national security; by the possibility of the destruction of human~ 
ity. 

We see only signs of death. Because we do not know how to 
read these kinds of signs in our own inner lives and interpersonal 
relationships, we do not understand them in our societal or na
tionallife, either. Is it possible these insoluble crises are signs of 
passage or transition in our national development and in the 
evolution of humanity? Is it possible we are going through a 
fundamental evolutionary change and transcendence, and crisis 
is the birthplace and learning process fot a new consciousness 
and harmony? 

Let us examine the signs. Our impasses do not yield to hard, 
generous work, to the logical solutions of the past, to the kno""l
edge and skills acquired in our educational institutions. The 
most farsighted economists said some years ago that the econom
ic solutions of past decades do not fit the present economic crisis 
in the world. It is argued that the whole economic, social, and 
political system would collapse were we to feed the poor with 
surplus crops and stop the wars, the exploitation, the oppression, 
in which we are involved. Not only God and the loved one fail 
us, our institutions fail us. 

We are obsessed with the problem and with the need for new 
insight and breakthrough; we are disillusioned with a political 
system that contributes to international oppression, violence, 
and darkness. Is it any wonder we witness the effects of impasse 
among us-anger, confusion, violence-since real impasse or 
dark night highlights destructive tendencies? Frustrated desire 
fights back. 

Recently, a Jesuit on our local Peace and Justice Commission 
described the stance of a prominent Roman Catholic theologian, 
a layman, at a meeting of theologians, bishops, and others on the 
nuclear question. It was the focused awareness, the incredible 
logic and rationality, of this man who favored nuclear superior
ity and denied that a nuclear freeze was a good idea that made 
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such a negative impression on pro-freeze participants. Reason, 
left to itself, moved to a basically destructive position, unrecog
nized and unacknowledged in the speaker. 

Dark night shows up the "shadow," the dark side of desire. If 
we refuse to read the signs of dark night in our society and avoid 
appropriating the impasse, we see cold reason, devoid of imagi
nation, heading with deadly logic toward violence, hardness in 
the face of misery, a sense of inevitability, war, and death. And 
we witness the projection of our national shadow on others, "the 
inevitable shadow of over-rational planning," as Irene de Castil
lejo calls it. B I 

Today, instead of realizing that the impasse provides a chal
lenge and concrete focus for prayer and drives us to contempla
tion, we give in to a passive sense of inevitability, and imagination 
dies. We do not really believe that if we surrender these situations 
of world impasse, to contemplative prayer that new solutions, 
new visions of peace and equality, will emerge in our world. We 
dare not believe that a creative re-visioning of our world is possi
ble. Everything is just too complex, too beyond our reach. Yet it 
is only i~ the process of bringing the impasse to pr~ye.r, to the 
perspective of the God who loves us, that our society will be 
freed, healed, changed, brought to paradoxical new visions, and 
freed for nonviolent, selfless, liberating action, freed, therefore, 
for community on this planet earth. Death is involved here-a 
dying in order to see how to be and to act on behalf of God in 
the world. B2 

This development suggests two questions: Do we really expect 
anything at all of the contemplative process of prayer in our 
world today? And how does the failure of imagination and cre
ativity in our national life relate to the breakdown of the con
templative process of prayer and transformation in people's 
lives? With these questions concerning the intersection of im
passe and contemplation, I move into my concluding reflection, 
on women's religious experience today. 

FEMININE IMPASSE 

I submit that the feminine experience of dark night, if we read 
it, interpret it, understand it, and live it through, is in itself a 
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critique of religious consciousness and, therefore, ultimately of 
Christianity, with its roots in a sexist, patriarchal culture. It is 
not my intention simply to apply a Christian theme, da.rk night, 
to a contemporary issue, women. Rather, I am probIng a re
source within the theological-mystical tradition in order to un
derstand the contemporary feminist experience of God and to 
see if John of the Cross' dark night can function in the struggle 
of women for liberation and equality.33 

Behind every new spirituality and any creative re-visioning of 
the world-at the root of any real theblogy-is an experience of 
God. Yet every religious experience comes from a meeting with 
a new and challenging face of God in one's own time and social 
situation. I suspect that although it is imperative, for example, 
for feminist theologians to develop new interpretive paradigms 
that function to liberate people, only women's experience of God 
can alter or renew our God images and perhaps our doctrine of 
God. I want, therefore, to examine the feminist experience of 
God in impasse, because this is where many women in the 
Church, and in the world, find themselves. "We have only begun 
to experience the depth of women's alienation from Christian 
belief systems and from the existing Churches," writes Elisabeth 
Schussler' Fiorenza. 34 

Today feminists struggle with the Judeo-Christian image of a 
male God and a male Church. Just as Marxism sees religion as 
the opiate of the people and Christianity's doctrine of God as a 
support of oppression and misery, so the feminists see a patria.r
chal system that visualizes God, and consequently Church, In 
almost exclusively patriarchal terms as basically destructive. The 
masculine image of God is experienced as unsatisfying and con
fusing because it serves to reinforce male domination, a patriar
chal value system, and an entire male world view. 

This is an impasse for women, since their past religious experi
ence has come to them through these images and this inherited'; 
symbol system, which does not function for women now as it did " 
before. There is no going back to what was--"-what gave comfort! 
and clarity and brought feminists to their present stage of reli-: 
gious development and commitment-but there is no satisfa~- :' 
tory going forward either. There seems to be no way out of thl~ 
God-less situation because no genuine evolution of God . . 

/ 
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has really occurred. We touch this in Alice Walker's latest novel 
The Colo; Purple, a story of a black woman, Celie, who move~ 
from beIng oppressed and brutalized to self-actualization and 
religious transformation. What is significant is that Celie's tran
scendence requires or coincides with a radical redefinition of 
?,od .. "The author's choic~ of the genre of the epistolary novel, 
l~ thIs case composed entIrely of letters for which there is no 
dIrect response," places the whole story in a prayer context.35 In 
the first fifty~five letters Celie writes the story of her life to God, 
because she IS ashamed to talk to him about it. Abused by the 
m~n she thought to be her father and deprived by him of the 
chIldren ~he conse~uently bore, dehumanized by her husband 
a~d depn~ed by hIm of any knowledge of or communication 
wIth her sIster, sh~ is loved by one woman, Shug Avery. Aware 
finally, under the Influence of Shug's love and affirmation, of 
the ext~nt of her exploitation, Celie rebels not only against men 
but agaInst God and can no longer write to him. She writes in
stead to her sister: 

What God do for me? last. ... He give me a lynched daddy, a crazy 
mar.na, a lowdown dog of a step pa and a sister I probaBly won't ever see 
agam. A.nyh~w, I say, the God I been praying and writing to is a man. 
And actJu~t hkeall the mens I know. Trifling, forgitful and lowdown .... 

All my 1.lfe I never care what people thought bout nothing I did, I say. 
But deep m my heart I care about God. What he going to think. And 
come to find out, h.e ~O?'t think. ~ust sit up there glorying in being 

. deef, I reckon. But It am t easy, trymg to do without God. Even if you 
know he ain't there, trying to do without him is a strain. 

. When .Shug asks what her God looks like, Celie senses the 
IncongrUIty of her image but replies: 

He big and old and tall and graybearded and white. He wear white 
robes and go barefooted. 

Blue eyes? she ast. 

Sort of bluish gray. Cool. Big though. White lashes, I say .... Ain't 
~o way to read the bible and not think God white, she say. Then she 
~Igh. When I found out I thought God was white, and a man, I lost 
mterest. You mad cause he don't seem to listen to your prayers. Humphl 
Do the mayor list.en to anything the colored say? ... Here's the thing, 
say Shug. The thmg I beheve. God is inside you and inside everybody 
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else. You come into the world with God. But only them that search for it 
inside find it. And sometimes it just manifest itself even if you not look
ing, or don't know what you looking for. Trouble do it for most folks, I 

think . 
. . . [U]s talk and talk about God, but I'm still adrift. Trying to chase 

that old man out of my head. I been so busy thinking bout him I ~ever 
truly notice nothing God make. Not a blade of corn (h.ow It .do 
that?) not the color purple (where it come from?) Not the lIttle Wild-

flowers. Nothing. . . 
Man corrupt everything, say Shug. He on your box of grIts, m your 

head and all over your radio. He try to mak~ you think he everywh~r,e. 
Soon as you think he everywhere, you thmk he Goc}. But he am t. 
Whenever you trying to pray, and man plop himself on ~he other end ~f 
it, tell him to git lost, say Shug. Conjure up flowers, wmd, water, a big 

rock. 
But this is hard work, let me tell you. He been there so long, he don't 

want to budge. He threaten lightening, floods and earthquakes. l!s 
fight. I hardly pray at all. Every time I conjure up a rock, I throw It. 

Amen.36 

Thus feminists, unable to communicate with the God of patriar
chy, are imprisoned in a night of broke~ symbols.~hey ask how 
the idea of God undergoes transformation. 

Is it by changing our religious language? By fem~nizing G~d, 
uncovering feminine images and attributes of God m the SCflP
tures? Is it by the desexualization of God and a move toward 
deism? Or is it by contemplation? (A step in the <;:t;iticism of 
Marxism is implied here. Can experience really be ~lt~red sim~ly 
by changing language?) What our programs t? elll~l1na~e sexist 
language in our theological, devotional, and hturglcal hfe have 
shown us is that our solutions are unsatisfactory and confus
ing. We find impasse not only in the problems but even in the 

solutions. 
So-called postpatriarchal theologians and philosophers have 

suspected this for some time and in cons~quence. h.ave ~oved 
beyond Judeo-Christian religion. These radical femmlst thmk~rs 
claim feminine consciousness and Christian faith are contradic
tions in terms. Aware, like John of the Cross, of the tendency of 
religion to become projection, they have rejected the. Christian 
God that patriarchy projects. But is this the only optIOn? Here 
the advance of postpatriarchy intersects with the development of 
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contemplation. If one admits that religious belief and desire can 
be analyzed into episodes of projection, does the force of this 
discovery indicate a movement toward the total rejection of the 
God of patriarchy, or can it equally indicate that faith and desire 
must move into contemplation, one movement of which is apo
phatic? Is the alternative either to deny the reality of the God of 
Christianity or to insist that the evolution of faith and desire 
must pass through the darkness and the cross, in which the 
meaning of the night is found? It is imperative to emphasize, as 
Buckley observes, 

that apophatic theology is not primarily one which does or does not 
make statements about God. It is primarily an experiential process, a 
process of entering into the infinite mystery that is God, so that gradually 
one is transformed by grace and this grace moves through the intense 
experience of darkness [impasse] into the vision of the incomprehensible 
God [the God who transcends present images and symbols]. Apophatic 
theology involves both interpretation and criticism, conceptualization 
and theological argument. But all of these are descriptive of a process in 
which one is engaged, a process in which one must be engaged in order to 
grasp its interpretation in any depth. 37 

If the impasse in which feminists find themselves is dark night, 
then a new experience of God, transformative of al1en'ating sym
bols, is already breaking through even though it is not compre
hensible yet, and impasse is a' call to development, transcen
dence, new life, and understanding. Ultimately, therefore, 
impasse is a challenge to feminists to be mystics who, when hu
man concepts disillusion, symbols break, and meanings fail, will 
let their "faith ... relocate everything known within a new hori
zon in which it is radically reinterpreted and transvaluated." 38 

Feminists need to realize that the gap that exists between hu
man, patriarchal concepts of God and what is internalized by 
them in impasse is exactly what promises religious development 
and is the seed of a new experience of God, a new spirituality, 
and a new order-what Elizabeth Janeway calls the "Great 
Myth, as yet unborn," to which Madonna Kolbenschlag refers in 
her article, "Feminists, the Frog Princess, and the New Frontier 
of Spirituality." 39 

I believe there is no alternative for feminists except contem
plation, if they are to avoid the trivialization of their own reli-
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gious experience in dark night. The e,xperience of God in ir~1-
passe is the crucible in which our God Images and lang,uage wI,ll 
be transformed and a feminine value system and SOCIal fabrIc 
generated, All the signs (o,f dark ~i?ht! indicate this is th~ next 
step in any positive, creatIve re-vlSlomng o,f the future, m an,y 
genuinely feminine generativity, Theology IS dep~ndent on t,hIS 
experience, which cannot be created by theologIcal, reflectIOn 
alone, Dark night is, as was stated before, "a p~ogressIve her,me
neutic of the nature of God," If this passage IS, not recogmzed 
and traversed, a certain kind of atheism and permanent cynicism 
are inevitable, 

The contemplative love experience, which is beyond conscious 
control and is not given on demand, is concerned not for the 
image of God, as political theologians are, but wi~h God, wh,o 
does in the end transcend our images and expectatIons, What IS 
critical to see is that one has to allow the experience to take place 
through a love that is gradually well~ng up from the ~round of 
one's being and that serves as a basIs for ~on,temp,latIOn, O~ly 
this experience can give to theology the mSIght It n~eds to 
search out a new doctrine of God which is related to the mtellec
tual, practical, and ethical concerns of the present ~itu~tion of 
women and which suggests transformation or,emanCIpatIve pos
sibilities for the future," 40 

Contemplation, and ultimately liberation, demand the ~an~
ing over of one's powerlessne,ss, and "o~tsider-~ess," ~o the mspI
ration and power of God's SpIrIt. How ImperatIVe I~ IS that ,:om
en take possession of their pain ~nd, confusIO,n; ,actIvely 
appropriate their experience of dommatIon, explOItatIOn.' ~nd 
oppression; consent to their time in history; an? hold thIS Im
passe in their bodies and their hearts before the mner God they 
reach for in the dark of shattered symbols, Although the God of 
the dark night seems silent, this God is not a mute God who 
silences human desire, pain, and feeling, and women need to 
realize that the experience of anger, rage, depress,ion, and ab~n
donment is a constitutive part of the transformatIon and pUrIfi
cation of the dark night. This very rage and anger purify the 
"abused consciousness" of women in the sexism they have inter-. 
nalized,41 • 

If there is, as we suggest, an incipient experience of God~ 
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~his pre~~nce of God will necessari~y throw light on woman's 
shadow and reveal her to herself WIth all the destructive power 

she has and all the repressed possibilities or "lost alternatives" 
that ,cry within her for a voice, It is in the experience of this kind 
~f mght, when women put all the power of their desire, not in 
Ideology, but here before the inner God, that the real bonding 
of women ta~es pl~ce, an~ purified of violence, they are readied 
f~r commumon WIth theIr God, for sisterhood, equality, libera
tIOn, and mutuality, 

, Imrasse, inte~nalizes the option for the poor and effects an 
I?entI~cat~on WIth, and compassion for all "women whose cry for 
lIberatIOn IS so baSIC and unmistakable that it shouts out for all of 
us in our common quest for equality,"42 In one's own woman
hood, one holds every woman before God, women of the present 
and women ~f th,e past: This is an experience, not a theory! 
Though one lIves m BaltImore or Atlanta or California or Wash
ington, one's life is lived within the bleeding borders of El Salva~' 
dor and Gu~temala, Lebanon and South Africa, Afgh~nistan 
and CambodIa, Though one lives at the end of the twentieth 
century, the voiceless sorrow of women long dead.is f~lt as one's 
own, One senses this in Alice Walker's essay "In Search of Our 
Mother's Gardens": 

W~en Jean Toom,er wal~ed through the South in the early twenties, 
~e discovered a cunous thmg: Black women whose spirituality was so 
mten~e, so deep, so unconscious, that they themselves were unaware of 
the nches they held, They stumbled blindly through their lives: crea
tures so abused and mutilated in body, so 'dimmed and confused by 
pain, that they considered themselves unworthy even of hope, In the 
selfless abstractions their bodies became to the men who used them, 
they became more than "sexual objects," more even than mere women: 
they became Saints, Instead of being perceived as whole persons, their 
bodies became shrines: what was thought to be their minds became 
temples suitable for worship, These crazy "saints" stared out at the 
worl,d, wil~ly, like lunatics-or quietly like suicides; and the "God" that 
was m their gaze was as mute as a great stone, , , , / 

, , , [-:]hese ,grandmothers and mothers of ours were not "saints,"/ 
but ~r,tIst~; dnven to a numb and bleeding madness by the springs of 
creatl,vlty I~ them f~r, which there was no release, They were Cre<;t6rs 
~ho hve,d h:es of splr,ltmd waste, because they were so rich in sJ?ir'itual
Ity-whlch IS the baSIS for Art-that the strain of enduring their un-

2 
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used and unwanted talent drove them insane. Throwing away this spiri
tuality was the pathetic attempt to lighten the soul to a weight the 
work-worn sexually abused bodies could bear.43 

Such a time is past: the time of throwing away one's spirituality 
in order to survive. 

It is regrettable that the possible liabilities of dark nlg.ht theol
ogy cannot be dealt with in full here. Although someinterpreta
tions of dark night could reinforce passivity and women's inter
nalized inferiority, subordination, lack of self-esteem and 
self-actualization, John of the Cross sings of the affirmation of 
the person by God within and of the redemption or transforma
tion of affectivity that dark night effects. Dark contemplation is 
not a validation of things as they are or a ploy to keep women 
contented "outcasts of the [patriarchal] land" 44 but a constant 
questioning and restlessness that waits for and believes in the 
coming of a transformed vision of God; an affirmation of the self 
as woman that comes from deep inside and the consequent ma
turing to wholeness as a complete person; and a new and inte
grating spirituality capable of creating a new politics and gener
ating new social structures. 

Contemplation is what Dorothee Soelle calls revolutionary 
patien~e and is the epitome of passionate desire, activity, self
direction, autonomy, and bondedness: 45 It is a time bomb and 
will explode in new abilities and energy in women that cannot 
be conquered. Ultimately, it is the mystic, the contemplative 
woman, who will be reassured, affirmed, and loved, who will see 
and love, and for whose sake the world will be given sight, lan
guage, reassurance, and love. And she will understand Celie's 
final epistle, a letter to God: "Dear God. Dear stars, dear trees, 
dear sky, dear peoples. Dear Everything. Dear God." 
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